
ANSWER MARKETING MINI CASE STUDY

Answer to Mini-case studies: The students are expected to answer the questions Reactions To Contemporary Marketing
Strategy Initiatives And Challenges.

How do you determine the weight of a blue whale without using a scale? The more thoughtful the answers to
the questions, the higher the grade! To do this, you are recording subjects' blood pressure levels as they watch
various film clips. In case interviews, it's not uncommon for interviewers to exclude important details when
asking candidates to resolve hypothetical business problems presented. The following are the answers to the 9
logic problems above: Clock If you thought the answer was zero degrees, you'd be incorrect. Business Case
Interview Questions The following are examples of common business case interview questions: How would
you work with a subordinate who is underperforming? Where possible, demonstrate with images, screenshots
or other proof elements. Which way should he choose? Was it ethical to observe another person's behavior
systematically without that person's knowledge? Just make sure your answer is backed up by sound logic and
numbers that make sense. The framework you decide to use should be a function of the type of case you're
presented. Logic Problems Questions involving logic problems are designed to test your ability to think
quickly and logically. Does the use of such a method add to the concern over Big Brotherism? However, upon
weighing the sets of 3 bags against one another you find that one set weighs more than the other set, place one
of the bags from the set of heavier bags aside and weigh the remaining two bags to find out which one is
heavier. Although Janes father was a compulsive gambler and she received several betterpaying job offers, she
decided to take the lottery job because she is a strong supporter of education and 50 percent of lottery sales go
to supporting public education. Is it ethical to use credit card transaction information in this way? The
company in turn sells this information to various manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers after customizing
the data to the geographic boundaries specified by the client. Bases on your review fo the company's financial
statements, what problems can you identify? At minimum you'll need to perform some basic arithmetic or
mathematical calculations. Since its revenue is dropping, the company has proposed to sell food at its stores.
The onions cost have the cost of the carrots. Telling you I can get you more qualified leads is one thing. If they
are of equal weight, the you know that the bag you place to one side is the bag you're looking for. Be aware of
resource constraints. Even if there is no harm done to the individual, is there harm done to society? Two years
ago, sales began to decline. Or he can drive his fire engine along a dirt road which is 8 miles at 12 miles per
hour. There were variations of the commercial, but the central theme was Dirt on your shirt. Sethna, Ph. These
questions also require you to be able to perform numeracy quickly, while under pressure. How would you turn
this company around? Since none of the boxes are labeled correctly, this box must contain only onions, or
only poatatoes. However, the only you currently have it labeled "Potatoes Only", and the other is label
"Onions Only". She did not like the Endirt commercial and made no secret of it. Bruce reported to Priscilla
Wheeling, a marketing research manager, and would provide recommendations to her and to the brand
manager responsible for Endirt. Do the credit card users have a right to know this research is being conducted?
The question asked doctors to pick the one product they would most likely prescribe for their patients from
among the choices of Advil, Tylenol, aspirin, or none of the above. The distribution of responses was as
follows: Advil  The man looked at another lady presumably his wife , who was very embarrassed at the entire
situation. On the one hand, the brand was doing well; it was the brand leader in a growing market, though a
much larger competing company was quite capable of beating Endirt with its brand. If these bags weigh the
same, that means the bag that weighs less must be one of the two that you immediately placed to one side.
You're consulting with a large pharmacy with stores in multiple states. Be original and creative. The following
are tips for answering market sizing case interview questions: Take time to think before you answer the
question.


